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Abstract
High efficiency solar cell concepts typically depend upon highly localized processing technologies, such as partial
rear contacts. In practice, characterizing these techniques is challenging and it has become increasingly popular to
employ analytical expressions that fit the local surface recombination velocity (SRV) to area-averaged measurements 
of regularly arrayed test structures. However, this approach has numerous limitations imposed by the assumptions of 
the model and as a consequence significant inaccuracies can result. We present an alternative approach with 
improved accuracy and generality, which makes use of the recently developed fast 2D/3D device simulator Quokka.
Quokka has been enhanced to predict luminescence as well as photoconductance (PC). Thus the recombination 
activity of the locally processed feature can be iteratively found to fit the measurement result of a test sample. The
power of this technique is demonstrated by the derivation of the recombination current density as a function of the
excess carrier density directly at the local feature from area-averaged photoluminescence (PL) signals. We apply the
method to different laser-doped samples, which reveal accurate and consistent trends for a range of pitches and 
injection levels as well as a low sensitivity to the uncertainty of input parameters.
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1. Introduction
Common to most high efficiency cell concepts (e.g. i-PERC, all-back-contact cell) is the extensive
need for localized features like passivation layer opening and/or doping. The key for industrialization of 
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these concepts is the development of cost-effective and low-damage localized processing techniques, such 
as may be achieved through laser processing. To optimize these processes and to be able to judge the 
impact on specific cell designs, the experimental derivation of the recombination properties at the locally 
processed features is an important task in research and development. Common measurement techniques 
such as quasi steady-state photoconductance (QSS-PC) and photoluminescence (PL) mapping lack the 
resolution to directly measure the properties of interest on micron-scale features. This limitation is 
exacerbated by the inability of these processes, in particular laser processing, to be scaled to large areas 
while maintaining the properties of the local feature.  
Thus, to extract the properties of a regular array of local features from a large-area measurement it has 
become increasingly common to employ analytical models in which the local surface recombination 
velocity (SRV) is the free parameter in a non-linear fit to an experimentally measured quantity, typically 
the effective SRV [1-4]. These analytical models have several assumptions and approximations in 
common, which limits their applicability and accuracy. Most importantly these analyses depend upon: 
 
1. The measured sample being in low injection (LI) conditions; 
2. Analytical expression for the series resistance of the test structures with limited accuracy; 
3. The assumption of either infinite or spatially constant bulk lifetime; 
4. An experimental/analytical derivation of effective SRV from effective lifetime measurements, 
which can be inaccurate, most particularly for asymmetric and locally processed samples which 
produce  non-uniform carrier profiles; 
5. Laterally uniform and injection independent SRV values at all boundaries; 
6. Uniform excess carrier density at the front surface and the local feature. 
 
Previous literature has demonstrated that the accuracy of the predicted effective SRV is reasonable 
when these methods are applied within the conditions described above and the (constant) SRV of the local 
feature is known [5]. However, the reverse operation, i.e. fitting the local SRV to measured quantities, is 
commonly performed at area fractions of a few percent. That means even small model inaccuracies may 
result in significant errors due to error propagation, as the error of the derived local SRV roughly scales 
with the inverse of the area fraction [6]. 
In seeking to address these limitations, we present an improved approach, which employs 2D/3D 
carrier transport modeling to fit the unknown local recombination property to a measured quantity. Such a 
technique requires numerous iterations of the numerical model in order converge upon the desired fit.  
The computational demands of such an approach is addressed by the recently developed fast simulation 
tool Quokka, which solves the semiconductor equations in the bulk of a unit cell, utilizing quasi-neutrality 
and conductive boundary approximations [6]. Quokka outputs a wide range of empirically measurable 
quantities such as effective lifetime and luminescence signal maps that provide target variables for the 
fitting iterations. Utilizing full device modeling for the fit overcomes points 1  4 above and to some 
extent 5 and 6, leaving the assumption of a constant recombination property within the area of the local 
feature as the only practically relevant limitation. In using PL rather than photoconductance (PC) 
measurements, the required processed area for a single measurement can be significantly reduced, which 
is highly advantageous for lab-scale process optimization. Another advantage is that the PL signal can be 
more easily modeled for arbitrary multidimensional carrier distribution as opposed to a PC signal. 
However, care needs to be taken to avoid smearing effects and accurately correct the spatial PL signal 
variation [7]. 
A further decisive advantage of the full device modeling approach is the possibility to extract the 
recombination currents as well as the excess carrier density right at the local feature of interest, whereas in 
the common derivation the local SRV has to be quoted against the average excess carrier density within 
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the entire sample. Thus our approach characterizes the specific recombination property as essentially 
independent of the imposed test sample conditions, providing a generic input for modeling arbitrary solar 
cell devices utilizing the investigated processing technique. 
2. Approach 
2.1. Modeling effective lifetime, PC and luminescence in Quokka 
While Quokka is designed to simulate full solar cells and requires the definition of base and emitter 
contacts, it can still be used to model non-contacted test samples. This is done by setting open circuit as 
the terminal condition, and defining virtual contacts in such a way so as to not significantly influence the 
simulation result. An example geometry, representative of what is used throughout this work, is given in 
Fig 1. Here an undiffused and symmetrically passivated sample with a locally processed feature at the 
rear is approximated by assigning the base contact to the local rear feature and a virtual front contact of 
equal dimensions. Setting identical recombination properties at the passivated and contacted front regions 
limits the influence of the front contact to the increased lateral conductivity. This however has a 
negligible effect in the investigated samples, as the variation of excess carrier density at the relatively 
small front contact is minor anyway. Note that at the rear the variation of excess carrier density at the 
local feature is flattened by the definition of a contact, i.e. a constant potential, which might impose 
inaccuracies when no metallization is present. Additionally, for typical local processing techniques a 
significant spatial variation of the recombination property is present, in particular laser processed regions, 
which is not accounted for in this work. As discussed later, the integral recombination should still be 
correctly accounted for in the simulations. 
 
Fig 1. Representative 2D unit cell solution domain as used in Quokka sketching the (virtual) contact definitions. The contours show 
exemplary excess carrier density and the arrows the majority carrier current flow. Furthermore the meaning of the recombination 
current and excess carrier density right at the rear contact representing the locally processed region is highlighted. 
The output quantities of main interest for this analysis are effective lifetime, PC and PL. The (steady 
state) effective lifetime  is defined by the ratio of the volume integrals of the generation rate  and 
the excess carrier density . 
 
       ( 1 ) 
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The photoconductance  is approximated by the volume integral of the carrier conductivities  divided 
by the unit cell area . Note that this is a crude approximation with unknown accuracy for non-uniform 
carrier densities. However, it is believed to be more accurate than simply assuming uniform carrier 
densities equal to the average . 
 
        ( 2 ) 
 
To predict the luminescence signal of each unit-cell of the Quokka simulation, we employ the 
expressions derived by Würfel [8]. Equation 3 gives the spontaneous emission rate for band-to-band 
transitions of photons with energy : 
 
      ( 3 ) 
 
Where  is the reduced Planck constant,  the band-to-band absorption coefficient for silicon and 
 the separation of the quasi Fermi-energies, the latter parameter being a solution variable of the 
Quokka simulation. This allows the luminescence emission rate to be determined in arbitrary (but non 
degenerate) injection conditions. This expression is evaluated for the full range of the luminescence 
spectrum of silicon for each element of the solution domain. In turn, the total photon current emitted from 
the sample surface is derived by summation in z-direction, accounting for a single front and rear-surface 
reflection [9]: 
 
  ( 4 ) 
 
The smearing of emitted signal between the column elements is ignored, under the assumption that the 
confluence of the escape cone at the silicon-air interface and the acceptance angle of the imaging lens 
restrict the detected signal to a solid angle for each unit-element that does not exceed the column 
dimensions. The detectable photon flux  is then calculated with the silicon sensor thickness  and 
the optional filter transmission curve  by: 
 
    ( 5 ) 
 
2.2. Fitting procedure 
Relatively small errors in the input parameters can result in significant error in the simulation output, 
thus making it crucial to accurately determine all non-fit parameters of the test sample. These are sample 
thickness, bulk resistivity, bulk lifetime, front surface reflectivity at the wavelengths of interest and 
surface passivation quality. To minimize the number of parameters to be characterized, we begin with 
symmetrically passivated intrinsic quality FZ wafers. Given a high quality passivation technique, very 
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uniform carrier distributions are present and standard effective lifetime measurements such as PC 
measurements can be used to accurately determine the surface recombination properties over a range of 
injection levels. In this work SRV values are derived as no surface diffusions are present. Rather than 
using the commonly applied analytical approach suggested by Sproul, [10] we use Quokka to fit the SRV 
values to the measured effective lifetime, thus accounting for a non-uniform  profile. 
The fitting in 
such a way so as to iteratively perform Quokka simulations with varying input variables to achieve 
defined goals. This allows us to arbitrarily select the input parameters to vary in order to achieve an equal 
number of output quantities. 
With the sample fully characterized, the locally processed feature, which in this work is a laser-doped 
region, is produced at a range of different pitches and laser-specific parameters. For the PL 
measurements, we implemented a pattern which arrays the varying parameter regions in such a way as to 
minimizes smearing effects while maintaining a relatively small box size. By this we fit 35 boxes on a 4 
inch wafer while keeping a quarter of the wafer unprocessed for the purpose of PC calibration, as shown 
in Fig 2. This is highly valuable for extensive lab scale characterization, considering that for the 
commonly used PC measurement only 4 different areas can be placed on a 4 inch wafer. Crucial for 
reducing the light smearing effect is the application of short-pass filtering [7], accurate flat-field 
correction as well as placing processed areas with similar effective lifetimes next to each other. More 
details will be presented in a forthcoming publication. 
 
 
Fig 2. PL image of laser processed test sample where 7 different laser parameters at 5 different pitches are placed on a 4 inch wafer, 
leaving a quarter unprocessed for QSSPC calibration; smearing effects are restricted to significantly smaller dimensions compared 
to the box sizes, thus the inner area of each box accurately represents the average PL signal 
Next we perform a QSS-PC calibration at the unprocessed area of the test wafer, making sure the best 
possible uniformity of the PL signal is achieved over the coil area. By measuring the PL signal at a 
symmetric and spatially uniform region we derive a calibration constant , which links the predicted 
photon flux   from equation ( 5 ) with the measured signal  recorded by the imaging 
system for a given exposure time . This constant lumps together a number of effects including losses by 
the imaging optics, the quantum efficiency of the sensor and uncertainties in the internal reflection of the 
test sample, with all effects confidentially assumed constant over the full range of injection. With this 
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value, the 
registered by our imaging system.  
Thus, the fit algorithm in Quokka can then be applied to vary the base contact recombination property, 
namely the saturation current pre-factor J01,cont, to fit to the measured mean PL signal individually for each 
a number of measurements across a range of illumination 
intensities to provide additional data points. 
Applying uncertainties to selected input variables, an error analysis can be performed by means of the 
Monte-Carlo-Method (MCM). This involves randomly varying the input variables according to a defined 
standard deviation and thus creating a large number of output data points, where regression analysis can 
reveal confidence bounds of fit results. 
2.3. Extracting the  contact specific injection dependent recombination current density 
Whereas we use J01,cont for the individual fits, its resulting value is not used in the further analysis. 
Thus J01,cont can be regarded as a dummy parameter varying for each simulation, and does not impose the 
assumption of ideal (n=1) recombination. We rather extract the average recombination current density 
 and excess carrier density  right at the contact boundary from each simulation result, see 
also Fig 1. 
 
   /        ( 6 ) 
 
These data points only relate effects taking place right at the contact. Thus the recombination curve 
can be assumed to be independent of most of the test sample conditions, meaning a generic characteristic 
of the local feature has been derived. Now different models of injection dependent recombination can be 
fitted and tested to the recombination curve. In the case of laser doping a J0 recombination model can be 
assumed with an ideality factor . 
 
  with       ( 7 ) 
 
Here  denotes the bulk doping concentration and  the intrinsic carrier concentration, using the 
value at 300K of   throughout this work. Neglecting - as typically X > 108 
and plotting  in log scale reveals the ideality factor as the inverse slope and the J0 value as the 
y-intercept. Ideal recombination then appears as a straight line with a slope of one. 
3. Experimental details 
We present recombination analysis for two different laser processing techniques, namely n-type 
doping by laser chemical processing (LCP) [11] and p-type doping from Al2O3 by Excimer laser [12]. 
High quality FZ wafers are used to ensure high bulk lifetimes. For the Excimer doping samples we apply 
a phosphorous diffusion to getter bulk impurities, which is subsequently etched back and achieves bulk 
lifetimes very close to the intrinsic limit presented in [13]. Table 1 gives an overview over the sample 
properties and the used laser parameters. 
For the measuring the PL signal we use a BT Imaging R1 luminescence imaging tool with an 808 nm 
excitation laser wavelength. We apply a 1000 nm shortpass filter for the measurements which effectively 
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reduces the light smear and the sensitivity to the rear reflectivity change by the laser processing. 
Performing a QSSPC calibration over a highly uniform area of the wafer and simulating the detected PL 
signal for these well-known conditions we derive the calibration constant for our measurements as 
. 
Table 1: Summary of test sample and laser processing parameters used in this work 
 LCP Excimer laser 
bulk resistivity n-type, 5.6 cm gettered n-type, 1.7  2.9 cm 
sample thickness 400 μm 232 μm 
passivation, SRV derived from 
QSSPC lifetime measurements 
Thermal SiO2 (105 nm) 
SRV = 20 cm/s 
plasma ALD Al2O3 
SRV = 0.35 (  0.6) cm/s 
reflectivity @ 808 nm 12 % 33 % 
shape of laser processed region line, width 25   40 μm square, width 40 μm 
laser wavelength / pulse duration 532 nm, 70ns 248 nm, 30 ns 
pitch variation 1.2  0.15 mm 0.3  0.9 mm 
pulse overlap overlap 2 μm pulse distance single pulse 
pulse energy / fluence 16 μ 1.1 J/cm2 
 
4. Results and discussion 
The first step of the analysis requires the derivation of the SRV of the unprocessed region of the test 
sample using effective lifetime measurements. We show this for the Al2O3 coated sample as an example. 
The 1D version of Quokka is used to fit the SRV, which is assumed to be equal at the front and rear, to 
the measured effective lifetime. Fig 3 shows the fit result, including a surface depletion region (SDR) 
model as suggested in [13] to account for the drop in effective lifetime for lower injection levels. The 
difference between the PCD and the QSSPC measurements is attributed to the different analysis method 
(transient  steady state). The QSSPC data is more representative for the Quokka simulations as it solved 
for steady state as well. The very low SRV indicates that the bulk lifetime is close to the intrinsic level. 
Consequently, we use an SRV of 0.355 cm/s and include the SDR model for the passivated surfaces in all 
subsequent simulations. 
In Fig 4 the derived recombination curve for a 1.1 J/cm2 single pulse Excimer doped region is shown. 
Both pitch and illumination levels have been varied, with both in turn varying the carrier densities. The 
location of the resulting data points on a unique trend with low scatter evidences the self-consistency and 
thus the validity of the method. The data can be well fitted assuming an ideal recombination model with a 
recombination pre-factor of 12.6 pA/cm2. Further we perform an error analysis by MCM applying 
estimated uncertainties to the inputs, in particular a 25% standard deviation for the wafer resistivity. Ca. 
500 data points were evaluated, meaning 500 Quokka fits requiring around 20-40 iterations with 5-10 
simulations for the open circuit finding each. These ~100.000 single simulations took about 24 h on a 
standard Laptop, indicating that the simulation speed of Quokka is crucial for this analysis. The linear 
regression results in a 95% confidence bound of the J0 value of around ±25%, similar to the input. The 
ideality factor fits to 1.1 ±0.02, indicating the presence of slight nonideal recombination. 
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Fig 3. Effective lifetime curves for the Al2O3 coated test sample for Excimer doping showing Quokka simulation fits including a 
SDR model 
 
Fig 4. Recombination current density over the normalized np product X as defined in equation ( 7 ) of a single Excimer pulse doped 
region with a fluence of 1.1 J/cm2; 
left: 6 different photon flux of the excitation laser and 4 different pitch values result in 24 data points; the clear trend for varying 
conditions validates the method; black line is the fit for ideal (m=1) recombination; insert: microscope image of 40x40 μm 
processed area 
right: MCM result for ca. 500 data points with standard deviations of 3% for the PL calibration factor, 3% for the measured PL 
signal and 25% for the wafer resistivity; linear regression results with 95% confidence bounds shown 
The analysis of the LCP doped region is shown in Fig 5. Firstly it needs to be noted that the scatter of 
the data is much greater, which is mainly caused by a insuffiecient flat-field correction of the PL signal 
map and also by general lower accuracy of the determination of the sample properties. However, a clear 
trend can be still be identified, showing significant non-ideal behaviour with an ideality factor of 
approximately 1.3 over the investigated range of injection. 
Whereas the shape of the region of the excimer doping is a well defined square with high uniformity 
(see Fig 4), for the LCP a non-uniform cross section is present, making it difficult to define the 
recombination-active line width. We address this issue by performing separate analysis with largely 
different line width assumptions, namely 25 μm and 40 μm, which represents the limits of the estimated 
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recombination-active width. Rather than analysing the recombination current density, we multiply by the 
line width to achieve the total recombination current per unit line length. In Fig 5 it can be seen that this 
total recombination current is essentially insensitive to the line width. This is a reasonable observation as 
the feature size is relatively small compared to the dimensions of the device, and thus only the total 
recombination at the feature influences the overall carrier distribution in the device, and not any variation 
within that feature. This also supports the validity of neglecting spatial variations of the recombination 
property within the local feature. Consequently the actual generic property of the local region is 
characterized by its total recombination current rather than the recombination current density. However, 
the latter characteristic is still useful as it is a widely quoted quantity in the literature and thus is valuable 
for comparison. However, we strongly suggest that the assumed recombination-active dimensions are 
quoted in conjunction. 
 
Fig 5. Recombination curve for the LCP doped region for different line width assumptions; SEM cross section image inserted; The 
recombination current density is multiplied by the line width resulting in the integral recombination at the line cross section. The 
data points being located on the same trend evidences the low sensitivity of this analysis to the contact dimension 
5. Conclusions 
We successfully applied a 2D/3D device simulation based method to derive the recombination 
properties of locally processed regions. Quokka is used to address the need for fast simulations, which is 
able to predict measurable quantities such as the effective lifetime and the PL signal of test samples. In 
our experiments we fit the local recombination at laser doped regions to the mean PL signal under various 
conditions and derive clear and self-consistent trends in the local recombination current as a function of 
the excess carrier density. Error analysis including uncertainties in base doping, QSSPC calibration, PL 
signal and feature dimensions reveal the uncertainty of the recombination curve to be low enough for 
most practical purposes. 
By means of experimental characterization this is to our knowledge the most generic and accurate 
recombination property being derived for local features so far. Lacking an accurate alternative technique 
to derive comparable data, the validation is evidenced by the consistency of the results for varying 
measurement conditions. The most important advantages over other reported methods are the well-
resolved injection dependence over a wide range of injection levels and the extensive independence to the 
test sample conditions. The latter enables absolute comparison of the quality of local processing 
techniques processed on different samples and at different times. Finally, this parameter provides an ideal 
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input for the simulation of efficiency limits of arbitrary solar cell device configurations which feature the 
investigated local processing technique. 
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